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Isometric View

Key Features

CLD FenceSafe Dulok Lite offers a traditional 
general purpose wire fenceline in an on-ground, 
temporary format and sustainable format.

Manufactured from twin 6mm horizontal wires, 
either side of 5mm diameter vertical wires, Dulok 
Lite is a durable and low maintenance general 
purpose fence system 

Panels are fixed to steel posts using metal clips 
which are secured in place with pin hex screws for 
added security. 

Installed using CLD’s unique FenceSafe Base, made 
from 100% recycled plastic and 90% recycled UK 
and European steel, both elements of the system 
can be used over and over again.

Scan the QR code to find out more

Steel mesh fencing in 
temporary/on-ground format

Reusable base and panels

Anti-vandal fasteners

Conforms to

MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS

CLD FenceSafe 
Dulok Lite
On-ground/temporary multi-purpose double wire panel system
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Product Technical Information

Disclaimer
Fencing should be installed in accordance with BS 1722-14. Every care has been taken to ensure that all information provided on this data sheet is accurate. 
CLD Fencing Systems Ltd reserves the right to change product specification at any time. 
Please ensure that you have the latest information which can be found on our website or by contacting our team.
Document Reference - 20230118_CLD_FenceSafe_Dulok_Lite_DS

Standards: BS1722-14: 2017
BS EN ISO 1461:2009
BS EN 13438:2013

Panel type: Mesh and wire. Single vertical and double horizontal wires. Galvanised and powder-coated to 
minimum 60 microns.

Panel width: 2506mm

Wire diameter: 5mm verticals and 6mm  

Mesh size: 200 x 50mm

Height:  
Select as appropriate

1830mm to 2030mm

Nominal height: 1.8m to 2.4m

Finish: Polyester powder-coated to minimum 60 microns.
Any RAL colour including marine grade and metallics.

Top edge projection: 30mm

Panel installation: Bottom of panel approximately 40mm above ground

Security topping 
options:

Cranked or straight extensions for barbed and razor wire

Posts: RHS, galvanised after manufacture and polyester powder-coated to match fence panel. 
Mounted onto FenceSafe Base with 47mm x 25mm steel clips.

Post dimensions: 60mm x 60mm to 80mm x 40mm depending on height of panel 

Maximum post 
centres:

2520mm

Fixings: 47mm x 25mm x 3mm steel clips with M8 x 40mm stainless steel pin hex dome-head security 
screws.

Foundations: Installation with CLD FenceSafe Base unit, with 4-way adjustable bracket and 200kg of ballast. 
System to be designed in accordance to BS6399-2 or BS EN 1991 for area of use.

Warranty: Mesh panel: minimum of 15 years against manufacturing defects.
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